
Habitats

Getting into activities

Activity A

Show the class the ‘Habitats’ visual (see final page of this document) and explain that this is a 
wetland and that this activity will help them to prepare for their visit to WWT, a charity that protects 
wetlands and wetland-wildlife. What is a wetland? (a wetland is land which is wet most or all of the 
time). Recap the words ‘habitat’ and ‘microhabitat’ and explain that they are natural environments, 
or homes, for plants and animals.

The wetlands are a habitat. What are some examples of other habitats? (forest, ocean, desert, 
savannah etc). Using a thick coloured pen identify and circle an example of a microhabitat on the 
visual (examples include: a tree, under a pile of rocks, beneath a bush, on the grass, the bank of a 
pond, a hole in the ground, a rotting log). Now give pairs of learners a visual and ask them to circle 
all other microhabitats they can see on the visual and label the microhabitats they have identified 
e.g. under a log, in the tree, the bank of the pond. Learners can look out for these microhabitats 
during their upcoming visit to WWT.

Activity B

Go outside and take a hula hoop with you. First place the hula hoop down on grass, a flower bed or 
around a log or rock. Whose habitat is this? What animals live here? (earthworms, woodlice, bees, 
butterflies, frogs, spiders etc). How about under the soil? Now go to an area of the school that has 
paving or tarmac. Again, put the hula hoop on the ground and ask whose habitat is this? What 
animals live here? Are there any frogs here? Are there any ladybirds? Why not? (Lack of food, shelter, 
safety, warmth etc). Ask everyone to crouch down and touch the ground. What is it? (Tarmac/paving. 
Tarmac is a mixture of resins, alcohols, and other compounds. Paving stones are mostly made of 
concrete/cement). How did it get there? Did humans make and place it there? Is it natural? (No, it is 
manmade). What would happen if we tarmacked the whole school field, playground or local park? 

Curriculum Links
England

     Science: Recognise that environments can change and that this can sometimes pose  
dangers to living things

Northern Ireland

     The world around us: Ways in which people, plants and animals depend on the features  
and materials in places and how they adapt to their environment

Wales

     Science: The environmental factors that affect what grows and lives in different  
environments, e.g. sunlight, water availability, temperature
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Discuss how the conditions affect the number and types of plants and animals that live here.

Less time? 

Just do Activity A

Have a whole afternoon?

Extend Activity B by making a list of all the ways humans change environments around us 
(examples include building houses/schools/hospitals/roads, planting trees/flowers, creating 
gardens/parks, cutting trees down, polluting water, creating new wetland areas/nature reserves, 
spraying crops to prevent pests). 

Which are negative and which are positive? We need hospitals but are we posing dangers to 
other living things by building them? Are there solutions for this? (e.g. conservation). 

NB. The founder of WWT, Sir Peter Scott, is also considered to be one of the founders of modern 
conservation. If you would like your learners to research his life as part of their post-visit work, 
(see WWT Habitats - Going deeper activities) they could come up with some questions about the 
life of Sir Peter Scott that they could ask during their upcoming visit to WWT.

Go outside

With a hula hoop between two or three, learners should gather data about the difference in 
living things and habitats in different areas of the school’s grounds. They do this by placing down 
the hula hoop and tallying any living things (including plants), tracks, trails or clues of living 
things, within the hoop. Each group could either be allocated a different area and then results 
and findings are shared and compared as a class, or each group could choose two areas and 
compare them directly e.g. in the wooded area and on the school path. 

Which areas had the most living things? Which areas had the least? Why do you think that might 
be? Which areas had the greatest diversity (lots of different types) of plants and animals?
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